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Dorm Blazes Spark
Arson _Investigation
By Steve Shoup
State arson investigators are looking into a series of fires that occurred
recently in the University of New
Mexico's Coronado residence hall.
Dorm fires have been occurring at
the rate of two a week since the end
of January. Four have happened in
trash chutes in Coronado, another
occurred in a Hokona Hall trash
chute and a sixth occurred Friday
when a hot plate was left on in a
Hokona room.
All fires were quickly extinguished by dorm personnel, and no
injuries have been reported.
D.G. Dabbs, state arson investi~
gator, said, "It's unusual to have
that many fires. It seems unusual to
me to have this rash all of a sudden."
The probe wi11 center on Coronado, where investigators wiiJ watch
for suspicious behavior and "anyone with problems," Dabbs said.
One consistency in the Coronado

fires is they have all occurred around
mid-day, he said.
Dabbs said the trash chutes,
which run through all four stories of
Coronado, are "a real problem" because they act like a chimney in a
fire, spilling smoke into upper
floors.
Notices warning residents not to
throw matches or cigarettes into the
chutes may be posted, or the chutes
may have to be closed off, he said.
UNM campus police Lt. Bob
Raymond said the fires were probably set by the same person, but authorities have no suspects yet.
Raymond, who has been with the
force since 1970, said he does not
remember when so many fires have
occurred in such a short period of
time.
Anyone convicted of setting the
Coronado fires could be guilty of a
fourth-degree felony, Raymond
said, and could face 18 months in
prison, a $5,000 fine or both.

General College Booms
Altxtndrle King

About 30 people braved cold, hillh winds Friday to make their point- protestln11 the U.S.
bombin11 of Lebanon. They man:hed In front of the Federal Buildln11.
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The Associated Students of the
University of New Mexico Duplicating Center still has no typewriters
available for student use.
The center rented typewriters to
students on an hourly basis, but its
financial situation ~nd poor condition of the typewriters forced manager Richard Montano to discontinue
rentals, he said.
The center has received an offer to
replace its old Silver Reed typewriters with IBM models, based on an
estimated cash value of the old
machines.
Montano said the price offered

was "ridiculousu because it was
"less than 10 percent of what we
paid for them."
The machines will probably be
reappraised and another offer made,
he said.
He estimated the offer was probably 20 percent of what it should
have been. He would not give a dollar amount offered for the Silver
Reeds or the name of the firm with
which he is trading.
The duplicating center has had
problems with the Silver Reed
machines because they were not designed for rental-type use, Montano
said. The machines were abused and
were in operation about 10 hours

Stargazers Make
Space Discovery
xies into clusters, but that these dusters are grouped irato even larger
A new way of understanding how formations known as superclusters.
A galaxy is a group of stars held
matter is organized in space has been
discovered by two astronomers at together by gravity. Earth is part of
the Milky Way galaxy that contains
the University of. New Mexico.
Professor Jack Bums and doctoral about 300 billion slats. Our galaxy is
candidate David Batuski of the phy- just on the edge of a cluster of galaxsics and astronomy department have ies named the Virgo cluster.
Bums and Batuski have disco·
also discovered what they think is
the largest discrete structure known vered one supercluster of galaxies
forming a chain which extends for
in the universe.
Burns and Batuski announced about 730 million Jight years in
their findings at the American Astro· length. A light year is the distance
nomical Society's annual confer· light travels in one year, or 5 trillion,
ence in Las Vegas, Nev., in 878 billion miles.
Batuski estimates there are five to
January.
They have developed a way of ten thousand galaxies in this chain.
There are two modem theories ablooking at the universe three·
dimensionally, which allows them out how the universe is ordered.
One theory proposes that the unimore accuracy in measuring disverse is randomly arranged. Things
tances between galaxy dusters.
Through this visual process, they such as galaxies are grouped
have discovered that not only are together by the force of gravity.
stars grouped into galaxies and gala"
continued on page 6
By Eric Keszler
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Enrollment is down fractionally at
the University of New Mexico this
semester.
A total of 22,704 students are
attending classes on the main cameach day, he said.
Montano said the IBM machines pus this spring, down 1.87 percent
would cut down on operating costs from last spring's 23,137. Historand might be economically feasible ically, spring enrollment is always
to operate. The cost for ribbons is lower than in the fall, says UNM
lower than the ribbons used on Sil- Registrar Bill Raid._
ver Reeds, and the mMs are better
Contrasting with the overall dip is
designed to hold up under the abuse a dramatic 73.4 percent increase in
they will receive, he explained.
enrollment in the General CoJiege,
Montano said he is under pressure home of preparatory and vocational
from the administration to make the programs, and a 26.2 percent jump
duplicating center a money-making in associate degree enrollment.
operation.
He said that if the center's typeGeneral College has 529 studeniS,
writer service can•t 1xeak even with and 395 are in associate degree progthe IBMs, "we'll get rid of them." rams this semester.

Typewriters Still Unavailable
By Eric Keszler

Enrollment, Credit Hour
Figures Down.. Slightly
Enrollment also is up in the College of Arts and Sciepces, by 10.2
percent to 3,192. The Anderson
Graduate School of Management's
enrollment is also up, by 1I percent
to 431.
Enrollment drops were recorded
in several areaS, including the University Studies program, medical
undergraduate programs and the
School of Architecture and Planning.
UNM students are taking a total of
233,759 credit hours, down I .8 percent from last spring's total. They
represent a full-time equivalent of
16,032 students. Credit hours and
full-time equivalent enrollment are
the basis for allocating state funds to
the University.
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7h KaPfM Sigma fratemity hMI a bonflra att.r S.turdar nlfht'• Lobo bask.rball game.
Student Dan Blldwln ..ld the putpo•e "was to promot• 'fJ/tlt and t:UM .botedom."
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by United Press lnternotional

Wire Report

Olympic Hospitality 'Fabulous' Israel Attacks Lebanon
SARAJEVO, Yugoslavia--· The 24,000 foreign tourists and IS ,000
XIV Winter Games closed Sunday athletes.
•'I declare the XIV Olympic Winnight, with the Eltst Germans and
ter
Games closed and in accordance
Soviets taking the most Olympic
with
tradition, 1 call upon the youth
medals and the Yugoslav organizers
of
all
the world to assemble four
happy to have broken even on their
years from now at Calgary, in Cana$135-140 million investment.
Juan Antonio Samaranch of da, to celebrate with us the XV
Olympic Winter Games," Samar·
Spain, president of the International
Olympic Committee, formally anch told a crowd oF 6,000 in Zetra
closed the 13-dny Games by ex- Arena.
The host country said goodbye in
pressing his "deepest gratitude" to
a
30-minute
closing ceremony on
the organizers and the 450,000 peoicc,
starting
with
the traditional closple of Sarajevo who opened up their
ing
parade
of
six
athletes from each
homes to accommodate some
-·-· - --

What could you have In common
with NellY Blye, Dan Rather, Geraldo
Rivera, Shana Alexander and Horace
GreeleY?
You could start at the bottom.

oet started. The New Mexico DallY Lobo Is looking for
part-time general news reporters. Hours negotiable. Also
seeking sports stringers and arts writers.

For more InfOrmation call wren
at 277·5656 betWeen 1 and 5 p.m.
.....-.---'
In coll)uncrlon with ll/ock Hlsroty Month
The lJohat Sru(ienr Unton AssociaTion presents o rolk

"Alain Lock•: His P•np•ctiv•s on
Rae• Unity ond th• Dahai Faith"
Kennerh Morpherr-!lrown, speaker

Monday, F•bruary 27
7:30p.m. ~. 130 SUD
refreshments music no donorlons occepred

country, followed by the raising of
the Greek flag, the Yugoslav flag
and the flag for Canada, the Winter
Olympic hosts in 1988.
As eight Yugoslav National Army
cadets carried out the Olympic flag,
the Olympic flame burning outdoors
was extinguished.
The Soviet Union goes home with
the most medals, 25 out of 39
events, followed by East Germ11ny
with 24. East Germany, however,
led the gold medal race with nine vs.
six for the Soviets. The United
States garnered four gold medals in
skiing and figure skating as well as
four silvers.
There are no final attendance figures yet, but Yugoslav organizers
said Sunday 777,361 tickets were
printed- 360,000 for citizens,
150,000 for tourists (mostly American) and the rest for organizers and
athletes from a record 49 countries.
The Games cost Yugoslavia between $135-140 million and took six
years of intensive preparation. ABC
paid a big part of the bill - $140
million for worldwide TV rights
while some 1,4 million Yugoslavs,
who earn only an average $160 a
month and suffer from nearly 60 per. cent inflation, put up $10 million.
Millions more came from corporate
sponsors.
Branko Mikulic, president of the
organizing committee, said
Sarajevo would conclude the Games
without a deficit, but exact figures
won't be available until the end of
the year.
Sarajevo's residents, who opened
16,000 of their homes for visitors
and gave 2 percent of their salaries to
help pay for the Games, hope the
investment will pay off by making
their town a European ski competition site and a winter tourist resort.
One immediate benefit is an esti-
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Lake Placid, where bus troubles
:
With this Coupon
forced officials to declare a state of
~ FR£E DEUVERY.
one coopoo per pruo. warch me Lobo
emergency and seal the town,
-tc:
<!Very doy tor our coupon "''"'oi•
Sarajevo has been a model of
~
_ .. ......, "!""
W• honor
It- efficeney. The worst problem was
~
~.4._-..~1
cornp..ltor'l coupons
some missing pine needles on the
***~7Atrl 'ff*Wfc********************** women's ski course, which forced a
one-day postponement.
The military stayed in its ban·acks
Presented by
and the local police, joined by
Yugoslavs used to self-policing,
kept the peace. Cab drivers often
refused tips and restaurateurs who
dared to cheat on dinner bills - like
one who charged actor Kirk Douglas
10 times the real bill - found themselves quickly closed.
But it was the friendliness, the
smiles of the Yugoslavs that everyone seemed to remember, said Lisa
Darling of Darien. Connecticut.
"There's no way that Los Angeles
can begin to duplicate the hospitality
we found here. The people are fabulous."
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BEIRUT, Lebanon- Israeli warplanes struck Sunday in an area
overrun by Druzc Moslem rebels last week in an apparent warning not
to let Palestinian guerrillas approach Israeli-occupied south Lebanon,
The Israeli strikes also hit alleged Palestini11n headquarters in the
mountains east of the towns of Bhamdoun and Hamana, which have
been pounded repeatedly.
Israeli officials said the planes screamed in from "the sea to hit a
building taken over by "terrorists" in Naame on the outskirts of
Damour, the coastal town 11 miles south of Beirut that was taken by
the Druze from the Lebanese army on Wednesday.
The Israeli attack followed warnings by the Israeli government to
the Druze not to allow Palestinians through their new conquests toward
the Israeli troops holding south Lebanon.
The Israeli airstrike and continued artillery exchanges between the
Druze and the remnants of the Lebanese army came as the Italian
contingent of the multinational.force began its withdrawal from Beirut.
The first Italian convoy moved out of their west Beirut headquarters
at dawn, crossing the ''green line" that divides the capital into religious enclaves, and loaded an Italian ship docked in east Beirut.
While in Beirut, the Italian peace-keepers had two soldiers killed
and Jess than 30 wounded. The Americans lost 265 troops in Lebanon
and the French lost 77 soldiers. The British did not have casualties.
An Israeli military source said Sunday's attack was "purely against
terrorist activity from the building'' and was not carried out to support·
U.S.-backed Lebanese President Amin Gemayel.
The Israelis invaded Lebanon in June 1982 to rid it of Palestinian
guerrillas and have occupied southern Lebanon ever since. There have
been .recent unconfirmed reports that Pabstinian gunmen had returned
to southern Lebanon.
With Gemayel beset by a series of rebel victories, the government
said Foreign Minister Elie Salem and presidential security adviser
Wadie Haddad both left for talks in Washington.
Druze Radio said the raids by the Israeli warplanes both in the
mountains and along the coast •'caused material damage but no casualties except some civilians in Nameh."
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"lf the American si.Je were to
show a practical willingness to abide
by these principles, this would make
it possible to start normalizing relations between the two countries," it
said.
Absent front the editorial was
Andropov's demand the United
States show a "readiness" to re·
ntove nuclear-tipped Pershing·2 and
cruise missiles from Europe before
the Soviet Union agrees to resume
Geneva talks on limiting medium-

range nuclear weapons-.
Pravda repeated ·two ·steps first
outlined by Andropov for improving
the chances for a renewed dialogue
with the United States.
"If, for instance, the United
States were to obligate itself, as the
Soviet Union has done, not to be the
first to use nuclear weapons, this
would have a substantial influence
on the world climate," Pravda said.
Or, it said, "An international
agreement not to use armed force at
all would also make for a sizeable
measure of trust"
Both proposals have been rejected
in the past by the United States as
unenforceable declarations issued
mainly for their propaganda value.
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In Waterloo, which has so":'e of the worst unemployment in the state,
out-of-work members of the Umted Auto Workers will operate a soup kitchen
across the street from the Cattle Congress fairgrounds where, Reagan speaks.

"The general secretary made the
point that Soviet·American relations
should be based on equality and
equal security, on mutual consideration for legitimate interests of the
other side," Pravda said.
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12 7 Harvard SE
11 :00- 2:00PM
MondayFriday

Soviets Prepared To Improve Relations With U.S.
MOSCOW -The Soviet Union
said Sunday it is prepared to start
improving relations with the United
States if the Reagan administration
will negotiate on the basis of
"equality and equal security."
The message, carried by the Communist Party newspaper Pravda in
an editorial devoid of the harsh language of most recent Soviet statements, carne six days after the selection of Konstantin Chernenko as the
new Soviet leader.
The editorial said the Soviet posi·
tion was outlined by Chernenko during a meeting last Tuesday with Vi~e
President George Bush, who was 1rt
Moscow for the funeral of President
Yuri Andropov. Andropov died
Feb. 9.
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Democrats Irked by Visit
WASHINGTON - President Reagan returns Monday to the state that
handed him an eye-opening early defeat in 1980, bidding to steal some of the
thunder from Democratic rivals whose fortunes may hinge on the Iowa
caucuses.
Reagan's visit to Iowa comes just.h.ours, before the st11te's first-in"thenation precinct meetings - the·first formal step in the presidential·nominating process.
In part, his appearance will be a symbolic gesture to rally Republicans who
find tht?ir own caucuses all but forgotten due to the scramble to see who places
second, third or fourth behind Walter Mondale on the Democratic side.
But the 5 V2-hour foray also represents a calculated move by Reagan to
meet his Democratic challengers head on, and a bi! of one-upsmanship in the
election-year battle for publicity.
Iowa Democrats, who savor the media attention they receive every four
years, were infuriated when the visit was announced Feb. 8 by Republican
Gov. Terry Branstad, a longtime Reagan loyalist who worked for weeks to
arrange the trip.
Democratic State Chairman David Nagle branded the visit a "political
stunt'' and one "not worthy of a president." In response, Nagle wanted to
have all eight Democratic candidates appear en masse to attack the president
and his policies. The effort fizzled.
Inside the White House, not everyone relished the bid to undercut the
opposition. Some aides felt the trip might be unwise, believing it best for
Reagan to play up his lofty status as the incumbent during the early stages of
the campaign.
Reagan, as much as anyone, knows the impact the caucuses can have.
In 1976, his strong showing was the first clear indication that President
Ford would have to work hard to win the right to lead the GOP ticket in
November.
Four years tater, the tables turned. Reagan, who visited Iowa infrequently,
finsihed second to George Bush in the caucuses. The defeat jolted the Reagan
campaign, and made the candidate and his advisers realize they could take
nothing for granted in battling Bush for the nomination.
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Letters

Forum
Editorial---
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Insider's View of UNM?
Have you ever overheard, without the gossipers' knowledge, a
conversation of which you were the topic? Throws you through the
looking glass, doesn't it? I mean, they couldn't mean the same, lovable Alice you awoke as this morning.
Well, the following, an excerpt from The Insider's Guide to the
Colleges, is supposed to be a UNM student's inside view of our dear
old University, and it might shake you up to hear what the neighbors
are saying.
The publishers of this inspired piece are asking for comments ;md
corrections to keep their book accurate, an adjective we find inappropriate for this portrayal of UNM. If you care to set the record
straight, write these gentlemen at Box 1003-A Yale Station, New
Haven, CT 06520.

University of New Mexico
In a state that is 50 percent Hispanic by ethnic count, it is no wonder
the dorms here offer green chili alongside your scrambled eggs.
The University of New Mexico boasts having the largest percentage of Hispanic students (25 percent) of any state-supported university, and the evidence is everywhere: from bilingual conversations
in the student union building to mariachi music on Saturday nights.
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Pictureless IDs Inconsiderate

~ELL THAT:S

RNP M€? 11\1

''MIOIR£~
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MY

FANNY.

JUST DANDY! THEY
CAUGHT ON TO OUR LITTLE SCAM.
NO TRIP TO THE RIVIERA THIS YEAR!

Editor:
As offall semester 1984, UNM
no longer issues picture identification cards for students. Instead, the new University ID is a
red-and-white plastic card with
the student's name and social
security number (also known as
the student's fD number).
This change was made, I have
been told, in an effort to "save
money."
While we all can agree that in
crucial financial times, saving
money is a good thing, this new
move was made without apparent consideration to students.
As far as I have experienced, the
library is the only place on campus which has accepted these
new ID's. Other departments
which require a student to show
an ID have repeatedly asked for a
''picture" ID.
There are some students, myself included, who drive and
who, hence, have a driver's
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Subjective Criteria Compound
Difficulty of Funding Process

·and input from the GSA Council.
The school Is also proud to point out that it enrolls the largest By Marie Mound
Now the Finance Committee is
number of Native American students (826) of any university anyWhile the budget process in preparing for possible appeals
where. This is all fine and especially good for public relations, until
one discovers that the dropout rate hovers around 60 percent, with Santa Fe is shaking the earth be- from those organizations whose
neath us, deserving attention is members feel they merit stronthe minorities being the largest groups to leave the university.
But no matter how many students come and go, the atmosphere at another budget process current- ger GSA support. As a result of
UNM, like that of the entire Southwest, remains unhurried. Albuquer- ly underway. Each spring semes- the last council meeting, the
que's mellow climate engenders a mild-mannered populace with ter the GSA Finance Committee committee understands the
strong ties to church and family. Low-key individuals can feel right at develops both internal and exter- objectives of the council. A mohome in the state- that is, if they don't admit their out-of-state nal budgets for the coming year. tion was passed mandating the
It is, as is any task of allocating committee to budget the full
origins.
amount of projected revenue.
funds, a subjective process.
As can be found all along the exclusive Rocky Mountain range,
The challenge for the Finance
gringos from out-of.state are overtly despised. And, as can also be
found along the Rocky Mountain Sierras, the more hostile "natives" Committee is to reflect the preare often those who have most recently acquired state citizenship. At ference of graduate students as a
any rate, New Mexico is not the place to brag aboutyour Westchester whole. The sentiment of graduate students are best assumed
·
County upbringing.
from
the attitudes expressed at
Academically, UNM can provide most anyone with an adequate
college education. Departments worth considering are anthropology, GSA Council meetings. But believe me, there is diverse exhistory, and art.
Scholastically, the students at UNM are in trouble. Recent statistics pression any time you get a
show that the average male freshman, with a grade-point average of group of graduate students
2.08 on a 4.0 scale, was on academic probation after his first semester. together.
Yhe average female freshman tallied a remarkable 2.21 on the same
Guidelines alleviate some of
scale.
the pressure of decision; neverFor all practical purposes, there are no admission requirements. An theless, it is a consuming proentering freshman must have completed some form of high school cess. I feel this year's Finance
and must have taken a college entrance exam. That's about all.
Committee reflects the interests
Though student research and
The dean of the College of Arts and Sciences has been quoted as of a number of academic disci- special projects funds remained
saying that roughly one4hird of the incoming freshmen are not pre- plines. JoAnne Cisneros.West, a substantially high in the prepared for college work. And a university administrator has said that if third-year law student, holds a liminary budget, the consensus
the school raised admission requirements, there wouldn't be enough BA in psychology; Carlos Ulibar- of GSA Council was to maintain
qualified students to keep the place going. So the depressing scholas- ri holds a BA in literature and is these funds at the previous
tic picture isn't all the fault of the institution.
beginning an MA in business (higher) levels. These requests
In the past, the university offered remedial courses in basic English administration; and myself, who the r.ommittee gladly heeds. We
grammar and mathematics. These courses, once taken only as col- chairs the committee, will soon do miss the days though, when
lege-preparatory work, are now offered for academic credit to incom- complete a dual MA in public the Graduate School coutd
ing freshmen with poor ACT and SAT scores.
administration and philosophy. afford to match monies granted
The school itself is quite pleasant to look at. The buildings are all the Such diversity made for an in- by GSA for research and special
same sandstone color, built in a style reminiscent of local Indian teresting, difficult and yet enjoy- projects. Today, they too could
pueblos.
able process.
use the additional funds to supThe social life at UNM beats a slow, steady pace. The "evil weed" is
It took a full Saturday for the port their effort to bring quality
still the staple source of social misadventure, and there are the re- committee to hear each orga- speakers to campos.
quisite number of coeducational living arrangements. But life itself is nization defend its request. And
really rather dulL
of course there was a handful of
Among the criteria used in deThe average UNM student rises in the morning to a brilliant sun, organizations that lobbied com- veloping decisions ~re past perattends a few classes, leisurely chews a burrito forlunch, and returns mittee members outside of the formance, number of graduate
home to a small, decrepit apartment located nomewhere in Albuquer- formal process. Another 10 students served, other sources
que's student ghetto. If this overly mellow existence appeals to you, hours went into preparation of a of funds as well as the effort to
then UNM might be the place to spend your next four years.
preliminary budgetfor review by develop other sources pf fund-
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ing, compliance with GSA
accounting procedures and contribution to improving student
life.
To no one's surprise, a highly
valued principle in guiding our
decision was enhancement of
academic life. We strongly supported the arts because they provide a channel for all types of
graduate student expression as
well as the opportunity of others
to enjoy that expression. Thus,
the UNM Poets and Writers
Series, ASA Gallery, Conceptions Southwest and New America received favorable funding.
The only objective criterion to
which we have recourse is how
many students are effectively
served? Oddly enough, this can
be the most difficult criterion to
communicate. Somehow this
formulaic approach is not easily
accepted by some organizations.
Organizations such as PIRG and
AGORA serve large populations.
However, their data does not
provide a breakdown on how
many graduate students benefit
from their services. This places
an unreasonably difficult burden
on the Finance Committee. No
matter how one looks at it,
numerical values are essential to
a budget process.
No one questions the value of
PIRG's publications: the Metro
Court Guide and Landlord/
Tenant guide and a Woman's
Guide to the Workplace. Everyone agrees to the importance of
a hotline for anxious individuals
to converse with optimistic and
useful advisers, whose service is
provided bu AGORA. However,
for graduate students, there exists drawbacks to funding these
and other organizations at higher levels. Next week I will touch
on some of these issues.

Ql NAT.
OJFOIWM

1

license. But what about those ture ID's for students, Furthstudents who do not drive? And ermore, why must students who
what about those who do not have no vehicle be expected to
own a vehicle, nor drive, because 'go to the Department of Motor
of personal convictions about Vehicles for a picture ID?
such methods oftransportation?
It seems new procedures are
I have been asked for a picture instituted for the benefit of admiID to claim financial aid, work- nistrators, without consideration
study checks, and to write a of those for whom they are supcheck at the bookstore. When I posedly working, the students.
pointed out to one staff person Has the administration forgotten
the ironical situation posed by that if there were no students,
the University's new "money- there would be no administra·
saving" measure, I was told that tion?
students could get a picture ID
from the Department of Motor
Stephanie Phillips
Vehicles.
I am at a loss to understand
why tuition increases yearly and
the University cannot issue pic- 1 today at 131 Marron

rPiaciycilirCii"s'iiiie(ra'dl
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Rock 8r Roll
FEB 21-25 INCOGNITO
FEB 28-MARCH 3 THE DOCTORS

Abortions Improve Self-Image
Editor:
I am writing to correct the misinformation re·
garding women's reactions to their abortions
which was alleged in Lee Stephenson's letter (Feb.
13).
Stephenson incorrectly and without supporting
evidence states that women who have abortions
commit suicide, suffer from low self-esteem, or
experience other negative after-effects.
The data show just the opposite. As part of my
doctoral dissertation I conducted a research project with 53 students requesting abortion referral.
All the women in my project actually achieved
higher levels of self-concept following their abortions, bascl.l uu ltlelt ..;...,uu,., un :)Lauua,.dilt.-od· __.. .. ..,
sures of self-concept. They also achieved a greater
sense that they can exercise personal control over
their own liVes.
Those who received counseling achieved grea-

ter increases in self-concept and sense of control
over their lives, but all women showed decreases
in psychological anxiety following their abortions,
regardless of whether or not they received
counseling.
A small minority of women reported some
negative react!ons such as guilt or grief, but all of
the women satd that they made the best decision
they could have made given their circumstances,
and those women who received counseling
showe~ fewer negative reactions of all kinds.
My ftndings were consistent with the literature
on ~bortion which indicates that negative psychologtcal consequences diminish in a social climate
~~w~!~v~u0,~~~ :,~~~~~l~,?.~~~cLLTi.9re~f i.t.l~SX

specials nightly
Monday 50¢, draft 9-1
Tuesday $1 well and draft
Wednesday ladies night 10-12
Thursday free beer and taco night 10-12

BIGVALLB'V

RANCH COMPAM'V
Sruk louse & Lmee
8904 Menaul NE

wish to bring back those bad old days?

Mark Rutledge
Director, United Campus Ministry

HALFPRICE
BOOKS

First, the Upturned Collar; Next UNM's Demise?
Editor:

one should be attired while
attending class.
We are all not soap opera
stars. Get real and totally con·
cent rate on what your studies involve rather than what your best

friend is going to wear tomorrow. This preoccupation with
trend can only affect education in
a negative way.

I, being a fourth-year student,
cannot help but notice the
changes that have occurred here
on campus during my hiatus
George P. Chavez
here. Not the constant argu·
ments and fretting over the serious issues of tuition or quality
of education; these will never
change.
No, the changes I see are far Editor:
more disturbing: a steady influx
In the Feb. 1 edition of the Daily Lobo, Keven L Hayes wrote (a
and infestation of "preppiness."
letter) about ice on the walks hindering his migration across campus
Yes, kind folk, like an invasion
on a bicycle. I would like to comment on the problems of pedestrians
of locusts the preppy disease has
making it across campus safely between the bicyclists going too fast
infested our great citadel of
to see ice patches or pedestrians.
learning. Everywhere a person
They go by in a blur of speed in most cases. Are we pedestrians
turns one is overwhelmed with
destined to use arm signals when we plan a change in direction on
salmon colors, upturned collars,
open walkways? What about those sudden impulse changes in direcextravagant expensive designs tions? Maybe the pedestrian arm signal would be the logical evolufrom far-off places like California tion of sidewalk manners, for soon there would be many headless
or New York.
I'm surel
1sincerely feel that instead of bicyclists,
Should the metermaids ticket speeders on two wheels for safety
competing for educational purviolations?
poses most of these new stuJay Schreffler
dents are here to show off how

Bicyclists Put Pedestrians in Peril
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Professor Fights for
·Disappearing Lions
By Ramona Nyc

Alexandria Kfng

The Budweiser Clydesdales visted the Atrisco Plaza Saturday and created quite a stir among
tiJe shoppers. The Clydesdales had been in the Albuquerque area on a tour for the past week.

Doily Lobo
Classified Advertising
.17¢ per word per day.
. 12¢ per day if the ad runs five or more consecutive days.
Marron Hall 1"\m. 131
A former propagandist ofthe Soviet news agency Novos·
ti, who defected to the West, Is coming to Albuquerque to
speak on how his former colleagues and he planted
Communist propaganda stories In our news.

TOMAS SCHUMAN,
will make a public appearance

at 7:30pm
at the
Sheraton Old Town,
800 Rio Grande NW

Wednesday,
February 22.
For advance tickets,
contact Bonnie Stone
at phone #296-4908
Admission Is $3.00 at door.

ASUNM
DUPLICATING CENTER
cf?Humi. Clypin9 ~e 'l.(Tice

.d?lf.,ftt-ha.nd ji.Liti{it::d
!Bofd(ace p'l.inl:
19

jHittt 1.l:yLe1.

OPEN
MONDAY· FRit>A Y
8AM·9PM
SATURDAY l OAM•4PM
LOCATED IN NORTH SUB BASEMENT
A little harder to find but worth it.
277·5031

A recent report by the state Game
and Fish Department has found that
New Mexico's mountain lion
population is declining, and a Uni·
verslty of New Mexico professor,
sometimes called the "mountainlion lady," is fighting to save the
{Cmaining lions.
Assistant English Professor Carol
Cochran, who is visiting UNM from
the University of Albuquerque, is
also wildlife chairman of the Sierra
Club's Rio Grande Chapter.
She spoke at a rally Friday night in
support of eliminating the It-month
hunting season on mountain lions.
The rally also featured readings. by
Southwestern authors Edward
Abbey and John Nichols.
Al!hough mountains lions are not
an endangered species, Cochran
said New Mexico's lion population
is declining at a rate of about 5 percent to 10 percent a year.
The Sierra Club's main argument
against killing mountain lions that
may prey on cattle is that killing

Support Group Formed
An Advanced Assertiveness Con·
tract Support Group will have its
first meeting from 12:30 to 2 p.m.
Tuesday at the University of New
Mexico Women's Center.
Landra White, facilitator and
counselor at the center, said new
situations may pose new problems,
and the support group is an opportunity to continue growing and
learning.
White also said she thinks the

group will give participants an
opportunity to think through situa·
tions, get feedback and practice
assertive behavior in a safe environ·
ment .
All participants are required to
have attended some assertiveness
class or workshop previously, not
necessarily from the center. Future
meeting times and the formation of
other groups will be discussed at the
Tuesday meeting.

Alternatives Sought
A new organization is attempting
to mobilize student support at the
University of New Mexico and on
college campuses· across the country
to promote energy independence.
Youth for Energy Independence
is a new, nationwide, non-profit; bi·
partisan coalition uniting leaders
from youth organizations, business,
labor and the academic community
in pursuit of effective energy poli·
des.
YEt was formed to develop a con·
sensus, especially among young
people, for policies to reduce the
United States' dependence on im·
ported oiL YEI was also formed to
promote the development and
maintenance of safe and reasonable
different energy sources.
The .issues that YEI addresses also
include; the relationship between

energy policy; economic growth and
employment; inflation and national
security. Activities of YEI include
sponsoring energy awareness
forums, debates, films and other
education and discussion projects.
YEI members seek to mobilize a
variety of campus and community
organizations around the need for
energy independence and to encour~
age electronic and print media to
raise public understanding of the
energy debate.
Activities are structured to prom•
ote student contact with representa·
tives from the energy industry, busi·
ness community, organized labor,
scientific and academic community
and government to increase knowledge on energy and related issues.
A UNM chapterofYEiis fonning
now. For more information, call
Celia Tellez at 242-5440.

Architecture Lecture Set
Peter Blake, chairman of the
architecture department at Catholic
University in Washington, D.C.,
will speak at the Monday Night Lecture Series at 5:30 p.m. today in the
University of New Mexico's Student Union Theater.
The Monday Night Lecture Series
is sponsored by UNM's School of
Architecture and Planning.

them doesn't work.
Cochran said that when lions
occasionally kill livestock, it is
"generally opportunistic rather than
the habitual behavior of a rogue
lion." Also, because of the lions'
social organization, as soon as one
lion is killed, another moves into its
territory to take its place, she said,
While Cochran and the Sierra
Club advocate eliminating a lion
hunting season, southern New Mexico ranchers argue that cougars
affect their livelihood by sporadically killing cattle.
Nichols said both the lion and ranchers are endangered species.
"Hundreds of socio-economic
forces arc hurting ranchers, but lions
are an easy scapegoat.''
"Ranchers are encouraged to go
after the lions because they are
attackable, and as a result, a lot of
lions will problably die, but the ran·
chers won't be any better off,"
Nichols said.
But Cochran said that only approximately 11 ranchers per year com·
plain of lion depredation, and this
accounts for about 1 percent of New
Mexico's ranchers.
Abbey said, "Ranchers have had
a free ride on public lands for over a
century, and the lands are overgrazed."
Cochran said ranchers pay about
17 cents per acre a year to graze their
cattle on public land. "Responsible
ranchers would not dump their cattle
and come back a year later to collect
them," she said. "If some cattle are
killed, what else does he expect?"
The state Game and Fish depart·
ment meets Thursday in Santa Fe to
decide hunting seasons for big game
animals, including the cougar.
Dr. Wain Evans, assistant Game
and Fish director, recently reported
to the state Legislature that lion
numbers arc declining and rccommcndcthbc limr hunting season be
reduced from 11 months to two.
Other measures Evans advocates
to protect lions include reducing the
number of lions each hunter can kill
from two to one, closing regions
around the state to lion hunting and
developing more lion studies.
Abbey is the author of Desert
Solitaire, Mo11key Wre11ch Gang and
Good News. Nichols has written the
New Mexico trilogy Milagro Bean
Field War, MagicJoumey andNirValla Blues.

Today's Events
JotmullooaiCcotuwiU servetbefint rna series of
lunc:hcs· lrom around the world. This week:
Hunprian l.unc.b from noon to 2- p.m. .,.;n indude
•luffed cabbqe whh bam, mcatbal!sandsouruetm.
More informatk>n Is available 11277·~.
StoduryG,.,.,will~oldatloS<dMmeetinstor

akobolks only at a p.m. MondOYJ at the Newman
Center, IBIS w Lomas N.E. Morelnfonnation is
aVailable at247·109-4.

Blake is a former editor of
Architectural Forum, which
Architecture Dean George
Anselevicius says "used to be the
best architectural magazine in the
country."

tJHM 0.... Cloh will meet every Monday and
Friday from 6 to 9 p.m. iol the SUB, Room 231·E.
Everyone h invited. More information .Is available at
242-6624.

Blake's lecture is free :tnd is enti·
tied, "te Corbusier, Visions of Our
Time."

to put flyer> and pustcr• around wnpus In exchante
for fret! adrniulon to movies. More· information if
a.,ilableat277·S608.

AStJNM FA• CoMMlll,. is looking for volunteers

Stargazers-----continued from page 1
The other theory says there is a
pattern to the way the universe is
arranged. Galaxies and clusters ate
laid out :tccordirtg to some force
other than gravity.
This discovery of superclustets
gives support to. the pattemed
theory. Batuski said gravity is noc a
strong ertough force to hold together
clusters of galaxies, so they must be
set irt some sort of pattern.
Bums and Batuski came up with a
list of 363 possible superclusters
containing mote than 2,000 clusterS

"The voids between. the super·
of galaxies. Statistical analysis
shows that the chance of these clus- clusters, on the other hand, arc deters being only randomly arranged ~idedly spherical," Burns said.
into superelusters is less than one in
He said the appearance is very
a million.
much like Swiss cheese in which the
"Shapes of the superclusters holes are veey 1arge and the cheese.
seem. to be quite irregular and are or superclustets, very small.
thus hard to define. However. they
Bums and Batuski did their regenerally appear to be non-spherical
and tend to have very pronounced . search at the .Kitt Peak. national
indications of filamentation," observatory in Arizona. They used a
2.1-meter telescope to observe and
Bums said.
Filamentation involves clusters photograph clusters and superclus·
tets.
arranging irt a long; thin line.
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Arts

Arts
UNM Art Museum Displays Influential Artists' Work
The work of Bruce Nauman and
Dennis Oppenheim, two of the most
influential American artists working
in the arena of contemporary sculpture and conceptual art, is the subject of the University of New Mexico Art Museum's latest exhibition.
"Drawings and Models for Albuquerque Commissions" will be on
display through March 25.
Nauman and Oppenheim have
both completed numerous public
and privately commissioned works
in this country and abroad. The
proposals in this exhibition repre·
scot the artists' first New Mexico
commi~sions.

Bruce Nauman, who lives in
l'cc:os, h;ts proposed Abstract Statlium, to be located in Smith Plaza in
l'ront of Zimmerman Library. A 60fnot long, inverted V-shape passage
made out of cast concrete, the exterior will have steps on both sides
which relate to and reflect the stepped perimeter of the plaza.

The sculpture is intended to interact with the space, and force spec·
tators to relinquish their usually passive roles as viewers. Nauman envi·
sionsAbstract Stadium as a focus for
Smith Plaza: a passage to be walked
through, a meeting place, and with
its stepped bleachers, a place to sit
and watch people, picnic or read.
Dennis Oppenheim's proposal for

Dreams and Nightmares: Journey of
a Broken Weave is proposed for a
site on Lomas Boulevard near the
North Campus.
A New York-based artist,
Oppenheim was introduced to the
Albuquerque community in October
1982, as a visiting artist at UNM. At
that time he proposed creating a
large-scale sculpture for the city.
The result was Journey of a Broken
Weave, commissioned through the
city's One Percent for Art Program.
Oppenheim's design for a
machine-like structure suggests the

tradition of cartoonist Rube Gold·
berg's humorously complex and
absurd machines . Similarly, Journey of a Broken Weave will be an
assemblage of disparate elements
whose function and meaning seem
to change as one·studies its 100-foot
length.
The exhibition will provide an
opportunity for the UNM community and the general public to view the
proposals and learn more about the
challenging ideas presented in these
artists' work. In addition to the
Albuquerque proposals, drawings
and models for related proposals
will also be included.
The National Endowment for the

Arts' ''Art in Public Places Program" has been in operation since
1967. Its purpose is to provide feder·
al funds "to make the best contempo,·ary art accessible in public places
other than museums, and to provide
new challenges and opportunities
for living American artists of exceptional talent and achievement."
Albuquerque's One Percent for
Art Program was created in 1978 to
enhance and beautify the city's environment, to direct national attention to the community and to provide
opportunities for artists.
Funds for the program represent
one percent of most General Obligation Bonds which arc designated for

Theater's Goal To Provide Quality Drama

the purchase of public art on a bondrelated site. Twenty-five projects
have been completed since 1978.
The exhibition and projects arc
funded with support from the
National Endowment for the Arts,
the Albuquerque One Percent for
Art Program, the Friends of Art, the
UNM Foundation Inc. and the art
department.
The University Art Museum is
situated in the Fine Arts Center at
UNM. Museum hours arc; TuesdayFriday from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. and
from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m.; and
weekends from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
More information is available at
277-4001.

By Harold Stroup

First an idea, backed with theater
experience and guts, then a physical
location. El Zocalo: •'The central
area in many Mexico towns where
the people gather for discussion and
celebration.''
Presto! After years of training and
months of working and dreaming:
The Zocalo Theater of Bernalillo.
From its opening production in
November I 982 on a stone floor in
an ancient backlot adobe, to the current !;lance/drama performed on a
newly refinished hardwood floor in
the beautiful Salazar Building,
Zocalo Theater is living up to (ts
stated purpose: "To provide quality
dramatic art, for both audiences and
performers. ''
Explains founder, Bill Pearlman,
most of the experience and the guts,
Zocalo started as a trial endeavor.
"We were just testing the water."

Political ucommedia dell'arte" Group
Delivers Messages Through Laughter

The water was fine. After 15
Persevering, as Ralph Waldo
months, this "mostly non-profit" Emerson put it, gets the job done
community theater has blossomed when nothing else will.
into a ''broadly-based group of
Zocalo is persevering.
volunteers and professionals from
Says Pearlman: "We're still alive
Bernalillo, Placitas and surrounding and growing. Still in a state of transicommunities, "
tion." Looking for fine arts gr;Ints,
Dateline Albuquerque, Jan. 1, or any other source, to help defray
1984:
the costs of production. Still wel"My pick for most creative thea- coming and encouraging new talent:
ter goes to the Zocalo in Berna- actors, dancers, writers, costume
lillo.''
designers, production and prop peoK.C. Compton, Arts Writer ple, technicians, stage hands.

Albuquerque Journal
Minutes in the telling. Months in
the doing. Scrubbing, scraping,
sanding, painting, sawing, nailing.
Transforming a woodwmking shop
into a theater stage, Promotional
writing, costume designing, stage
detailing. Rehearsing, rehearsing,
rehearsing. Long days and short
nights.

Dial Direct
to

Daily Lobo
Departments
Use our New Numbers and avoid
being placed on Hold!
The principle Studenl Publlcallons telephone number will continue to be 277·5656.
These published numbers will automallcally be forwarded
to 277·5656 II your largcl party Is absent,

:.

News Department
Editor (Stacy Green)••.••.••••••..•••.•.••• 277·7526
Managing Editor (Wren Propp) •..•.••••.••• 277-7527
Ass. Man. Ed. (Camille Cordova) ..•.•••.••• 277-7527
News Editor (Ramona Nye) •••.•••••.••••.. 277-7530
Staff Reporters .•••...•••.•••.•.••••.•.••. 277-7528
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Zocalo is providing the space, the
freedom, the enthusiasm that produces truly "live" performances.
People make theater. Enthusiastic
people make enthusiastic theater.
Kathleen Graham, 1979 graduate
of the University of New Mexico
with a bachelor's of fine arts degree
in dance, says "It's about time
something like this came along."
A special education teacher in the
Albuquerque school system, Graham finds the atmosphere at Zocalo
"esthetically pleasing" and "inspirational." She has been studying
posture techniques and dance therapy for two years with Margaret
Atkinson, writer/director/performer
in the theater's most recent production, Qualities of Love.
"Margaret is a person who encourages me to reach for my full
creative potential. She allows and expects ~ improvisation in
the dance routines she choreo·
graphs."
Graham and a current UNM student, Kate Arnold, play major dance
roles in Atkinson's autobiographical
dance/drama, which is hoped to be
held over this weekend.
Arnold expresses similar feelings
about Zocalo. "I fell in love with the

at

Tonight!

The Eric Martin
Band

1tednesdayrFeb.22

The Return of
The Mini-Skirt
Contest!
1iednesday,Feb.29

Alcatra.z.z

out. n

The first such theater group in
Bernalillo, Zocalo has presented traditional, original and innovative
works from the well known to the
unknown, from Tennessee Williams' 1 Rise in Flames, Cried the
Phoenix and Samuel Beckett's
Krapps Last Tape to Larry
Goodell's original poetry and body
histrionics, modem dance by Lee
Connor, associate professor of theater arts at UNM, and music by
Robert Murray.

By Johanna King

ment- were questioning the actions of their political
leaders, and opium dens were favorite meeting
places - at least for the members of the soon-to-be·
formed Red Mole Enterprises.
The Red Mole - through the combined creative
juices of founding member Alan Brunton, Sally Rodwell and Deborah Hunt - was originally formed as the
White. Rabbit Puppet Circus in the toy section of a
department store in Wellington, New Zealand.
Although the group has come a long way since then,
some critics, such as Roderick Mason Faber of Tile
Voice, feel the group "still possesses the feel of a
revolutiqnary toy shop where the toys have come to life
solely'as a reaction to cruel and unusual exploitation by
'·
,.
the animate world."
At the University of New Mexico iH the Student
Union Building Ballroom Tuesday and Wednesday
evening, the Red Mole wi11 present its world premiere
of Dreamings End, a play within a play perfomied by
three farmers who cpme to the city disguised as masked
revellers.
The play is a pastoral romance/family tragedy
(although some may find this hard to believe) about a
mother who loses her daughter to a rich and powerful
man to whom she was once herself attached in some
.
mysterious way. . '·. . . :
The,perfomiance 1S done tn burlesque style as each of
the three .:tomedic f'!inters tries tq tell the talc in his own
version.
·The Moles' faces may not be unfamiliar:to some
locals ~ they performed in New Mexico and Texas
about five years ago. In fact:'they notonly'jlerformed in
Texas but were asked to leaye there;
·
,
"The police,gave us untif sundown, their words, to
get out of,San,·,A'ntortio in 1979," says Rodwell. "We
were doing a routine called Agent Orange at aperitif
time down by the riverside restaurants.''
The Albuquerque appearances of the Red Mole will
beatS p.m. Tickets are $4and are available at the door.

Coming attractions include Plav
Strindgerg written by Friedrich Durrcnmatt and directed by Jim Graebner. ~tarri~g Bill Pearlman, the productiOn w11l be presented April 27,
28 and May 4 and 5.
Original Works by Larry Goodell
will be presented June 15, 16, 22,
and 23.
Zocalo Theater is supported in
part by tax-deductible contributions
accepted by the Placitas Mountaincraft and Soiree Society, a nonprofit organization.
More infomiation is available at
the Society Zocalo Theater, 2000
Caipino del Pueblo (Hwy. 85), Bcrnahllo.

WHERE ALL THE
GOOD THINGS HAPPEN.

The Cultural Program Committee
The Associated Students and
Popejoy Hall Present

Bill Pearlman, founder of the Zocalo Theater in Bernalillo.
The theater features innovative, avant garde-type perform·
ances.

In this modern world of fatigue, loneliness and
broken dreams, it is becoming common practice for
actors, singers, artists, dancers, writers and other people of the arts to present dismaying humanistic situa·
tions in a humorous format - providing an opportunity
to laugh at what would normally cause tears.
But these comedic theatrics, songs, paintings,
poems, etc. almost always contain underlying messages
relating to the situations they outwardly make fun of.
3301 Juan Tabo NE
The messages are political, often desperate cries that
beg the public to face these situations and, if possible,
improve them.
The Red Mole, a.travelingcommedia dell'arte group
from New Zealand, is such a group.
Its humorous, song-and-dance anecdotes deal with
such situations as nuclear catastrophe and death, but its
presentations of such delicate subjects are, as The Vi/·
/age Voice critic Erika Munk puts it, "surprising,
quick, affectionate, beautiful to look at, extremely funny, never condescending and through-and-through poli·
tical."
Improvised skits, puppet acts, colorful masks,
music - the Red Mole combines these theatrical won·
ders to create- disregarding their political, almost
(but not quite) radical, connotations- enjoyable family entertainment.
The masks used by the Red Mole deserve special
attention. Described as works of art, these creations
Contest will run six weel~s
look like a cross of misplaced animals and space monsFinal April4
ters.
$1,000 1st pti:te • $.300 2nd prize • $200 .3rd prize
"Some have strangely silly flowing hair, some jewellike faceted eyes, some are small and cute, some large
and scacy," says Cynthia Helme! of The Voice.
The two-woman, onc•man theatrical group, now
based in New York, was formed in 1974, during a time
Tid~ets $4 through Giant Ticket Outlets
when public protest was common and people - who,
L\iiiiiiiiiiiiiiijijijijijiiiijiijiijiji;iiiiW,i,i,iiiiiiiiiiiijijiiiiijiiiiii!i
•.•~~~-.~.• ~.• ~.~.~.•~"'~·~.!i.~..~.
"' ...,9,0,1~, ~. ~~:':' .~~a,r~ .• ~l'.rr!'l!•. ~e!i~y~~ in their govern-

I!IIIII

intimate, small community theater
feeling. I feel more creative here
than I've ever felt before because
I'm allowed to release it. Just let it

/InI\ Popejoy BaD

The Lusty, Gutsy, Sensational

Members of the traveling commedia del/'arte group from New Zeland, the Red Mole. The
group will perform in the SUB Ballroom Tuesday and Wednesday at 8 p.m.

IHI 'IIIII 111111

The cast of Meetings performs at the Zoca/o Theater, From
left to right (front row}: Kathleen Graham, Kate Arnold·
(b~ck row]: Mile Adams, Diana Hughes, Daisy Kates and
Bnan Tyrrell.

(See TIME, NEWSWEEK, February 6 issues)

r-~~~~~~~¥~-~~~~~~'~
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TWYLATHARP
DANCE THEATER
~

.........

~,

J

~~--------,~

Tuesday March 6, 8:15PM (Subscriber Night)
(Only 200 seats Jn balcony remain)

Wednesday March 7, 8:15PM (ExtraPerfonnance)
(Prime seats si011 but going fast)

Buy Now and A void Disappointment
Students1 Faculty, Staff: $8.00, $7.00,$5.50
(Limit 2 per University J.D. at these prices)
Box Office Hours:
Monday through Friday 10 AM • 5:30PM
Saturday: Noon • 4 PM

Telephone 277-3121
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Sports

Sports

New Mexico Bumps Colorado State, 61-50

Coach Obtains 400th Victory

lly .lim Wiesen
Four hundred and 20 and six.
Those numbers represent milestones reached by the New Mexico
Lobos and their conch, Gary Colson, after beating Colorado State
Saturday night, 61-50.
The win was Colson's 400th
career win and the Lobo~' 20th of the
season which marked only the sixth
time in 82 years that New Mexico
has achieved a 20-win or better season. The last time the Lobos managed 20 or more wins was in 197778 when UNM was 24-4.
New Mexico had little trouble in
beating the Rams for the second time
this season.
As in the game against Wyoming
Thursday night, UNM got behind
early,_ by as many as five

points - but the turning point came
when CSU pulled ahead 15-12 with
I 0;47 remaining in the first half.
The Lobos held the Rams scoreJess at that point for almost six minutes. In the mellnJimc, UNM reeled
off 10 points to pull to a 22-15
advantage, a seven-point lead the
Lobos took into the locker room at
halftime, 26-19.
The Lobo rampage continued in
the opening minutes of the second
half, scoring six straight points and
snagging a 32-19 lead.
New Mexico maintained a large
lead throughout the second hlllf and
waltzed to victory. The Lobos ·arc
20-7 on the season, 8-4 in Western
Athletic Conference play. CSU is
12-11 and 6-5.
Tim Garrett and Alan Dolcnsky
led the Lobos in scoring with 14

- - --

SCOTT'S

t
t

Home of the Steak Hoagy
2128 Central SE

csu.

For Dolcnsky, Garrett, Smith <!od
Franse, Monday night's matchup
against Air Force will be their last
home game of the regular season.
It is likely, however, that New
Mexico, with a third place or better
WAC finish virtually assured, will
play one game in the WAC's post
season tournament at University
Arena,
The Lobos have three WAC road
games remaining in the regular
seson. UNM plays at Texas-E) Paso
Saturday lind at Utah and Brigham
Young the following week,

It is unlikely Smith will reach the
No. 2 position held by Mel Daniels
with l,53J career points. Willie
Long is the all-time leader with
1,542.

Next To lobo Pharmacy

PITCHERS OF BEER

Alexandria King

Sandia High School graduate Rich Strong blocks Phil
Smith's field goal attempt in Saturday's 61-50 Lobo win.

$250

and Live Music Nightly
I

$1.00 half-subs

Strong Defense Destroys Ags

during happy hour

By Steve Johnson

3-7pm

I

--

r-----

---~----

COUPON-----,

:ECLAIRs*:
I

I

: $2.79
PER
I

I*Chocolate
Frosted Bavarian
Creame Filled
Longjohns

!
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
.
I
(j
I
I .
I
I
I
I
Regular
Price I
I
$5.76
I
I
I
I Cannot be combined with any other offer.
Good at participating Dunkin' Donuts shops. I
I One coupon per customer.
I
I Limit: 2 offers per coupon
I
I Offer Good: Thru 2·27·84
I
I
I
I
DUNKIN'
I
I
DONUTS
I
It's worth the trip.
I
I Albuquerque: 5525 G•bson Road, 4201·G Central NW. 1812 Eubank NE, I
I 400g San Mateo NE, 4416 Wyoming Blvd IIIE, 5502 Fourth Sueet, 3301 I
NW, and 1900 Central SE Also: 1085 South St. Frsncis, Santa Fe.
I .Coors
3030 East Mmn, Farmington. 2500 E. Hrghway 66, Gallup.
I

I
I

OPEN 24 HOURS, 7 DAYS A WEEK

I
I

L--------------..1

Strong defense and two timely
'! scoring spuns made the differeJJce
Saturday afternoon as the University
of New Mexico women's basketball
team belli New Mexico State University, 57-41.
New Mexico scored 17 points in
the ll1St5:40 of the first half to turn a
six-point lead into the 19-point halftime margin. Alison Foote scored
six points in the last 1:1 S on two
jumpshots and a follow-up of a missed freethrow. She scored 10 points
in the half and finished with 14, tied
for game-high honors with NMSU's
Ann Boldt.
UNM outscored the Roadrunners
10 to four in the first seven minutes
of the second half to open up its
biggest lead at 47-22. With 10 minutes to play, the Lobos held a 20point lead, 50-30.
As it turned out, New Mexico
needed the big lead, as it scored only
seven points in the final 10 minutes.
Three of those points came on Cathy
Lowther's three-point goal at the
buzzer.
UNM WllS held scoreless for 6: 15
during the stretch, lind New Mexico
State cut the lead to 11 points twice.
Even liS the Lobo offense sputtered and turned the ball over UNM had 21 turnovers in the
game - the defense held tough and
kept the Roadrunners from mount·
ing much of a threat. New Mexico
held State scoreless for the last 2:30
of the game.
Both teams played good defense,
as NMSU also had 21 turnovers, and
in the end it was UNM's patience
lind some timely shooting that gave
thcLobos the High Country Athletic
Conference victory,
The Lobos are 4-1 in conference
play, 13-9 overall. The win keeps
UNM in a first-place tie with
Brigham Young. The Lobos travel
to Utah next week to play Utah and
Brigham Young, tCllms they beat
here in Albuquerque in January.
Foote led the Lobos with 14
points, two below her HCAC average. Center Yvonne McKinnon
. played a good llll·around game with
12 points, nine rebounds, three
assists, three blocked shots attd two
steals. Her presence in the middle

was intimidating and was largely responsible for holding Roadrunner
center Julie Grimm to only three
points.
On the darker side for UNM,
starting forward Sally Anderson injured her knee in practice last week
and did not suit up. Anders1.m is on
crutches, and Coach Doug Hoselton
said they wouldn't know until today
how serious the injury was.
Freshman Tracy Satran started the
game in Anderson's place but was
hurt late in the first half and didn't
start the second. Winifred Foster

moved from her off-guard position
to forward to start the final 20 minutes.
Hoselton's line-up shuffling
seemed to work, as Foster scored
five points off the bench in the first
hlllf and two more as a starter in the
second. Satran, who returned to the
game in the second stanza, also
scored seven points.
Daneane Sherwood with six,
Cathy Lowther with five and Brenda
Peny, who has moved into a starting
role, with four points, rounded out
1,JNM's scoring.

Lobo Briefs----1
Baseball

By Jim Wiesen

Hoopla: Phil Smith is just 14 tallies shy of third place in career scoring at New Mexico. The Lobo point
guard has I ,374 career points. Kenny Pllge, currently in third place,
scored I ,387 points in two years as a
Lobo.

I

•

points each. Phil Smith had 10
points and Nelson Franse and Kelvin
Scarborough had eight apiece.
Sandia High School graduate
Rich Strong led the Rams witli 12
points. John Dudley with II poh1ts
lind Mike Gray with I 0 were the
other double-figure scorers for

Reaches Mark
After 25 Years
Gary Colson. shrugs off victory
number 400 like he would a cllt trespassing in his front yard.
But the achievement, something
accomplished by only 46 collegiate
coaches, demonstrates Colson's
love for the game of basketball, the
assistants under him and most of llll,
the athletes he has tutored in 25 years
as a head coach.
The numbers speak for themselves. During his 10-year tenure at
Valdosta State (Georgia), Colson
compiled a 18!7-69 record. At Pepperdine, he resurrected a mediocre
program, winning 153 of 290
games,
And when he was hired at New
Mexico, the program was mediocre
at best. Fresh off numerous NCAA
sanctions, New Mexico proved to be
Colson's biggest challenge .
But Colson's a winner here. He's
59·51 in four years at New Mexico
and will probably receive an NCAA
or National lnvitlltional Bid at season's end, something not .achieved
at New Mexico since 1979.
Colson's first victory came
against Murcer, a college in Macon,
Ga. "It was an upset," he said.
"Afterward, they told us they would
never play us llgain!'
But his biggest victory slides off
his tongue like a downhill skier on
snow. "December lOth," he sllid,
referring to New Mexico's 65-60
victory over UCLA lit Pauley Pavillion.
The best player Colson's
coached? "Dennis Johnson," he
said. Johnson, currently with the
Boston Ccltics of the N.<ttional Basketball Association, wasn't a big
scorer but was dedicated to defense
and played the complete game, Colson said.
Colson has said, since the Lobo
basketball banquet back in November, that his best tellm is the one he's

The University of New Mexico baseball team lost a double header
Saturday to Nevada-Las Vegas, 6-2 and 4-3. The Lobos, who lost to
UNLY Friday, 12·2, are 0-6 on the season.
The Lobos open. thc.ir home season Wednesday when they play
Western New MexJco m a double header. The first game begins at
noon at Lobo field.

Tennis
l'!'e~ Mexico'~ men's tennis team split two matches at the Arkansas
ln.vJtahonal, losmg to the Razorbacks, 5-2, and defeating Okl:llmma
C1ty, 6-3.
~ew M~xico is now 5-2 on the season and will next sec action Frid:ty
agllmst Anzona State at the Lobo Tennis Complex.

Wrestling
New Mexico's wrestling Coach Bill Dotson said his team wrcstlr.d
flat against 20th-ranked Arizona State Friday but still almost pulled off
an upset, losing 23·21.
New Mexico winners included Bruce Garner at 118 pounds, Ralph
Harrison at 134, Mike Baker at 142, Mike Hill at 150 and Bmd C:~~~ at
167 pounds.

universal travel service
w
Alexandria King

No Charge for
Our Services

VICTORY 400: Lobo point guard Phil Smith and UNM head
Coach Gary Colson celebrate Saturday's victory over CSU
and Colson's 400th collegiate career win.
presently coaching.
"It's nice to be associated with a
Cinderella team like this. I emphasize team spelled with an 'e' instead
of an 'I,"' he said.
Will he make it to number 500?
Colson leaned back in his chair, did
some mental arithmetic and said,
''That would be hard - but I might
make it!"

3019 Central NE

Budweiser®
KING OF BEERS..,

DAVE YOUNG AND MARK HELLMER

Wannup
with a delicious.
MOUNTAIN HOUSE
meal
MOUNTAIN HOUSE food is
freeze dried to lock in fresh
flavor, remove weight, minimize work. Ready to eat in
minutes. No cooking. No
cleanup.
Save .50e when you purchase one package of
MOUNTAIN HOUSE Freeze Dried Entrees or
Meats at

:

1
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MountainOutfitte:rs

AlB)(andriB tc:ing

Lobo foiward Alison 1oote'crashes smong some New Mexico.stste Aggie defenders in Sstardsy's 57-41/vicfory"Dver
NMSU. Foote, UNM's lesding.scor;er, scored 14 points in the
game.

SAVINGS~

)I

Prln~ 'Jeanne Shopping Center

1406 Eubank N.E.
(SOS) 293-9725
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87112

This week's Budwelser/UNM Leisure Services Players of the Week are Dave
Young and Mark Hellmer. Dave (lert), a junior txerdse Technology major
from Denver, COlorado, and Mark (right), a junior economics mi\Jor rrom
Sacramento, California, were chosen for their active participation and for
winning this yeak"s Men's Badminton Doubles Tournament. Mark and Dave
say they participate h1 the Leisure Servkes Program because they e~oy
spending their leisure time wlth exercise lmd e~oyment. In addition, Mark
and Dave say they hope evei}'One from the Sigma Chi house continues
participating In leisure sports and say "HI" to the "Club," Once again our
con~tratutatlons to Dave Young and Mark Hellmer, this week's Budw~lser/
UNM Leisure Services Players or the Week.

E
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255-8665
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Las N oticias
INSULIN-DF:PF.Nm;NT lllABJo;TJc male
volunteers (ages I 8·40) urgently needed for insulin
abmrption studies at the University of New Mexico
Clinical Research Center. Voluntecu will b~ admitted
overnight to the hospital and studied the followln2
morning. SSO reimbursement for participation.
Volunteers lllU$1 be healthy, on no medications except
insulin, and without previous ubdominal surgery.
Call Jean or Judy at 277-4656.
2/20
NEWt "t:ARTII CIIANG•;s Survival Handbook"
by !'age Jlryanr. Avnilable from your local
booksellers.
2121
JOIN Tin: UNM Karate Club. Learn tile d isclpllnc
of self· defense or a5 a sport. Meet M·W·F 6:30.7:4~.
Room 176 Johnson Oym. T-Th 6:00-7:00 Carlisle
<Jym.
2123
STlii>Y IN GERMANY. Feb. 24 is the deadline for
apJllicatlons for UNM's 1984-85 student exchange
programs at the univmi!les of Wurzburg and
Hildeshelm. Tuition free, you pay only Iran·
sportation Md expenses. Information; International
Programs Office, 1717 Roma NE. 277-4032.
2/23
10 WOMEN/ ARTIST at the ASA Gallery. Barbara
Hurt, Maggie Hasbrouk, Star Allen, Ellen Oarvens,
Puge Coleman, Liz Hale, Barbara Orothus, Tlska
Ul~nkcnship, Ann Zimmerman, Pauline Sanchez.
Opening feb. 24, 7 p.m.-9 p.m.
J/1
A VERY IMPORTANT meeting of the literature
stuff of Conceptions Southwest will be held Mon.,
hh. 20,lntheoffice at 10 a.m. Please be there!.
2/20
MAZA'fLAN SPRING llllliAKJ Call your UNM
representative, David 821·7522.
2/20
('J.l1117 MEETJN(;7 EVt:NT7 Advertise in l.as
Notlcins. Only 10 cents per word p~;r issue for UNM
departments and organitations.
tfn

Personals
srm•:RMAN: WilEN ('AN I gel caught In your
web again'/ S I>. I..
2/20
TO 'IliE NAVIGATOR, D. Hunks, from the
Navigator F. All of the above: You guys are great,
and we send a great big thunk yout.
2120
GRAD STU))EN'f, 33, seeks female companion. 23
plus, quiet, not overweight. Share hiking, dancing,
academics. Dox4910, Albuq 87196.
2/20

Food/Fun
PARTY7 CONCERT1l'OOD1 The Daily Lobo hasa
pluce for your classifieds about Restaurants, Parties,
l'ood Sale~ and Stores, Concerts, etc. Give the details
today in "l·ood/Fun.".
tfn

Services
I' AX PREPA ltA'fiONS 266-0863,

3/23

f:l)(' 'f'c'l'ING SERVI('E. C.'all f:liznbeth 265-5643 or
262·0635 after 5.
2t24
I.ost: wt:IGIIT BE.,'ORt: summer. Proven fast and
effetthc. Clinkally tested weisht-loss plan. All
naturalmgredients.l'rce brochure. Heidi 243·68SS.
2/23
TYPING: t:XC.:LLENT SPEI.LIN(; and gratnmar.
l-n1t, accurate, confidenJinl. D~ys26S·Sl76; ~ves 2SS·
mo.
2129
COMI'trrt:R TUTORING. BASIC - Fortran.
Reasonable rates. 294·6133.
2/22
80 ('ENTS/PAGE. Degreed typbt, 344-3345. 2/21
EXPERT TYPING. OUTSTANDING resumes.
l'rofmional wrlling. 881·0313.
2120
Ovt:RWEIGIIT11IERBALIFEWORKSI2S5·9866.
2/21
QlliCK, ACCURATE TYPING: Research papers,
tl1eses, dissertations, charts, graphs in my home. The
Other Office 884-.6564.
3/2
Aol TYPIST. TERM papers, thesis, dissertations,
resumes, 299·8970.
2/29
ACADEMIC TYPJNG- WILL ediJ. Accurate,
reasonable rates. 265-1093 after 5 p.m.
2127
TUTORING • MATIIEMATICS,
STATISTICS,
French • Masten degreed Instructor. Reasonable.
266-4247 evenings.
2/20
PROFESSIONAL TYPING. MAR\' days 881·1724,
evcnlngl6,·1088.
2/29
PIANO LESSONS - ALL ages, levels. Call Laura
Kramcr265·J352.
2/29
'OlE WORD MII.L: Sill years profcs.!lonal typing,
editing. English MA. Neat UNM. 2!16-0916,
2122
WORD PROCESSING. FIVE yean experience.
lUshest quality, term papers, dissertations, resumes,
Spelling. editlna. 822-0342.
2/21

TYPING, WORD PROCF.SSJNG. 821·411.6. 2/29
MARC'S GUITAR CENTER Quality lessons, sales,
remals and repairs.l43 Harvard SE.l6S·331S.
tfn
24110UR TYPING. 298-SIIO
2/29
SOFT CONTACT LENSES are now very reasonable
for everything! Call - Make appointment. Doctor
~'lye Clinic, across from LaBelies, S019 Menaul NE.
888-4778.
tfn
CONTACfS·POUSifiNG, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas just west of Washington.
tfn
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con·
traception, sterilization, abortion. Right To Choose,
294-0171.
tfn
PRt:GNANCY TESTING & counseling. Phone 147·
9819.
tfn

Housing
FOR RENT: ONE-bedroom apartment three blo~ks
from UNM. Fenced yard, oak Ooors, garden area,
$20S per month. Must be very quiet person; walls are
thin, old lady next door. 242-7613. Available 3/,
2/20
ROOMMA'fl': WANTED! M or F. $125 plus $75
deposit. 292-145 I anytime.
2/20
MALF..!FEMALE. SHARE great house on Harvard
SE. Mature, quiet, non-smoker. $143/month plus
utilities. Available now. Deborah 265·2656 anytime.
2/20
ROOMMATE WANTED. $120/mon!h, \1\ utilities.
Near UNM. 242-1036.
2121
FEMALE NONSMOKER WANTED to share
furulshed house on campus. Laundry facilities.
Utilities pald. $195/month. 242-6678.
2/22
NEED FEMALE TO shore NE house with spa. Must
be over 20, nonsmoker, no drugs, anrl present an
atlractive app~;arance and be very neat. $100 and 14
utilities. 294-3372.
2/20
ONE BEDROOM $2.30, Studio $220, Furnished,
utilities paid, Near UNM. 842·6170.
2128
WAI.K TO lJNM. Unfurnished one bdrm, $175 per
month. No pets or children. Cali 293·1070 after 5
p.m.
2/20
ART STUDIO ACROSS from UNM. $100/month
including utilltiC3 and parking. 26S·9439 evenings and
weekends.
2/20
NEAR UNM; SPACIOUS one bdrmS22S; two-bdrm
townhouse style $310; efficiency Sl9S Includes
utilities; no klds/pets. 842·017!),
2120
TilE CITADEL: SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 mlnules. I bedroom
or efficiency, $270 to $370. All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. IS20 University NE. 243-2494. tfn
t'OR RENT: EFFICIENCY apanment, 1410 Girard
N.E., $230/mo., for one person, $250/mo. for 2
persons, all utilities Nid, $175 security deposit. Fully
furnished-~curity locks and laundry facilities. No
cltildren or pets. Please call before 6:00 In the
evening, 266-8392.
tfn

For Sale
ALUMINUM WINDOW BUNDS- custom fitted,
dozens of colors. FREE delivery and installation.
2/23
NIKONOS IV·A UNDERWATER 3Smm camera.
$300. Pau1243·2381.
2124
SKI RACK F0Rjcep$4S. Call2!!6-7636or821-5847,
2124
OSBORNE J AND SOnwARE $995. Time to stop
fighting for terminal time? Sec us at Suntec Computer
Systems. 1S23 Eubank, 298.0800.
2/22
WONDERFUL SUZUKI GS400, 1m $800. Fairing
$30, helmct$20. 243-3641.
2/20
OAK ROLLTOP DESK by Riverside,
54"X47"X24", $1100 value. Best offer over SSSO.
N'avajo dotted twill weaving SI"X31" c:lrta 1900.
Originally $300, askin11 $22,. Kramer guitar $200.
Phone 1.66-8192.
2/24
AFI'ER·INVENTORY SALE: IO.SO!Ife off, Soft·
ware, modems, diskettes, boob (or your Apple,
IBM, Commodore, etc. Sale thru 2/lS at Sortwalre

Centre, 7618 Menual NE. 292-7848.
2/24
Jo'OR SAJ.E: HOUSE, Hold furnishings und appliances. ~1oving out of state, must sell. 296-S839.
2124
1980 MOTEBECANE l0·$p~;ed men's bicycle.
R~ceotly overha11led. 24-inch frame, excellent
condition, Sl2S. Call 881-0470. If no answer, l<eep
trying.
2/22
BALDWIN PIANO, TWO years, p~;can. Large
brown couch. Small desk misc. 299-2274.843-7767.
2/22
27-INCH BIKE. Asking $6S. !().speed racer, just
reconditioned. Call: Days 265·779S (Sylvia), Eve 268IS32.
2/22
RALEIGII TOURING BIKE, 0()011 condition. 2967060,298-8163. $ISO,
2/22
REFRIGERATOR FOR SALE. I Y, ft by I 14 ft. $1S.
884-8719.
2121
"ENTRY" LEVEL RACING bike, TeamFuji $27S.
243-4250.
2/20
CLASSIFIEDS WORKI SELL your bicycle, &tamp
collection or what-have-you In the New Mexico Dally
Lobo classified advertisements,
tfn

Employment
FOREIGN STUDENT NEEDS a person to help him
learn the English language. Off school hours, good
pay, no exp~;rience necessary. 296-S839.
2/20
BIOLOG\' SENIORS- PEACE Carps has
volunteer assignments available this summer for
Forestry programs In Africa, Latin America and
Asia. U.S. in biology required. Call277-2961. 2/23
CAREER OPPORTUNITY; NATION'S i~rgest and
fastest growing solar company is looking for a few
select Individuals desiring sales and sales management
careers. Excellent benefits and advancement
pottntinl. Servamatlc Solar Systems, Inc. 344·0236.
3/1
FREE ROOM AND board plus •.• In c~change for
evening companionship to elderly, capable woman.
Must be female. 277-7903, 281-5876 (evenings). 2/20
APPLICATIONS BEING TAKEN for position at
the Girl Scout Summer Camp in the Jemez Moun·
tains. Need nur<e, riding staff, counselors, naturalist,
crafts specialist, handyman and kitchen aides. Call
243-9581,
2120
STUDENT COORDINATOR FOR AStJNM/GSA
International Center. Salaried position, Application
deadline: February 29, 1984. 1808 Las Lomas NB,
2124
GRAPHIC ASSISTANT NEEDED at Biomedical
Communicalions. Must be work-study student.
Production of camera-ready layouts (charts and
graphs, slides, posters, etc.) with phototype, pen and
Ink, and prcsstype. Shoot B&W prints with stat
camera. Ponfolio required with prior experience and
knowledge of techniques required. Contact Yvonne
Walston 277·3633.
2121
CRUISF..SIIIPS ARE IIIRINGI $16-$30,0001
Carribean, Hawaii, world. Call for gUide, directory,
newsletter. 1-(916) 944-4440 ext. unewmexlcocruise,
3121
PART·TIME JOB afternoons and evenings, Must be
21 years old. Must be able to work Friday and
Saturday nights. Apply In person, no phone calls
please. Saveway Liquor Store at SSI6 Menaul NE.
2124

AIRLINES HIRINGI STEWARDESSES, reservationistsl $14-$39,000. Worldwide! CaU ft>r
directory, guide, newsletter, h(916) 944-4440 ext.
unewmexfcoalr.
3/21

Travel
X·C SKIING IN So. Colorado. $66 per person in·
cludes transportation, two nights lodging, guides,
lunches. Leave Albuq 5 p.m. Fri, Fe\:1. 24, Return
2120
Feb,26. Ca11Julle888-7277.
SPRING BREAK, HURR\'1 We've sold out South
Padre Island, but have added additonal space at
Corpus Christi/Port Aransas, Texas, for only $99 per
person for 8 days/7 nights In new clelllxe con·
dominium lodging on the Corpus beach with pools
and jacuzzls, Limited space available. Call Sunchasc
Tours toll free today J.800·321-S911. Keep calling,
everyone wants to go!.
·
2/20
TAKING A TRIP? Advertise your trip, adventure or
ride needs In the Daily L9bo.
tfn

therapy, bio-feedback, music, T.M. and mindaltering drugs? The answer is Yoga! The Yoga Center
offers classes that can help anyone achieve greater
physical health and Improved mental capacities. 3213
Central NE, 2SS-2900.
2/21

·

c;overed

Wlragon

Makers of Handmade
lndtan Jewelry

OLDTOWN

Lost&Found
FOUND; ADORABLE BLACK sheepdog mix
puppy, Female, 3-S months old. Please save from
pound. Caii247-31S7 or Bob F. 277-436S,
2/24
CLAIM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Police
8:00a.m. to4:00 p.m. daily.
tfn

Miscellaneous
LOSE WEIGHT FAST, safe and nutritiously with
thcHawaiiDiet.1nterested7 Cal1Patl345·3243. 2122
CANNOT AFFORD INSURANCE? Are current
payments (premiums) too high? There are many
discounts available to UNM personnel and students.
Inquire about affordable and reputable car,
homeowners and life insutance. No pressure or pushy
sales pitch. Ask for John at 292-0'11 (days and
evenings).
2/24
WHAT IS THE oldest system of fitncns known to
man? What has the benefits that can be found in
jogging, dance, swimming, aerobics, massage

2318 Central SE
255-8275

Classified.
Advertising
1.31 A1arrou 1Iall
Want Ads say it
in a Big WayU

2SS·S201 for estimate.

KUNM FM RADIO
has a work-study opening.
Work momlng hours,
lfghtlyplng, phones,
some technical duties.

277-4806

---College Studenfsl
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TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

R!WA~DIHG SUIM:A ••e>el'fenct In the COUIRADO
munUIIII for ~oi!IIOI!Ore and older colleae

FRIDAY'S
53 Bicker
57 Having left
PUZZLE
SOLVED
oiUl£ r(JW; Include IH''OQrlm tnttrtHI.
5"-a will
card"
61 Eastern
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10 Info
name
14 Sickness
62 Made
15Willow
eccentric
16 British P.M. 64 African
17 Kind of
65 Be passionbridge
ate
19 Rapid
66 Cleave
20Tempter
67 Small dog
Home Missionaries called
21"- -de 68 Quarreled
to serve the poor through
Monte
69 U.S. space
pastoral ministry,
Cristo"
agcy.
23BornDOWN
religious education, social
25 Patriotic gp.
1 Fabric
service and health care
26 Natural gift
2 Ex-governor
programs.
29 Lens maker
of Alaska
34
Love god
3 Poet Leigh
181mage
40 Paid heed
Vocation Counselor
35 Love
22 African city 43Apparel
Box 109U Victory Noll
37 Back: Pref.
4 Replaces
24 -house
45- Star
38 Pointer
Huntington, IN 46750
flooring
26 Numeric
47 Darner
39 Quaver
5 Polaris
prefix
49 Occident
41 Song
6 French river 27 Arabian
52 Tete-•• 42 Town officer 7 2nd cent.
53 Tent group
gazelle
44 California
date
54 Instrument
28 Cantered
8 Boat's spine 30 College do
,"' valley
55 Eating area
~:?,· "45 Lohengrin's
9 Apprehend
56 Populace:
31 Country of
10Tour-bride
Prefix
Europe
46 City official
11 Man's pro~
58 Region
32 Spring up
48 Oscillated
genitor
33 N.A. def. gp. 59 Wallet items
50 Comp. pt.
12 Try out
60 Norse epic
36 Flat hill
51 Entrances
13 Chip in
63 Bovine
39 Brief
stud•ng
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